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Abstract. We analyse observed mean to extreme summer temperature4

indices across Europe in order to determine whether there is evidence for a5

detectable climate change signal, and whether these indices show evidence6

for predictability.7

Observations from ENSEMBLES project observational database version8

6 (E-OBS) from 1960-2011 are compared with the model simulations from9

the global coupled climate models CanCM4, HadCM3, MIROC5 and MPI-10

ESM-LR, as published on the CMIP5 archive. Indices are examined that span11

a moderate to extreme range of the summer temperature distribution by in-12

cluding the summer average, the hottest 5-day average and the hottest daily13

maximum and daily minimum temperature during summer. The region of14

interest is Europe, however a number of sub-regions are also studied, which15

include: Western Europe, the British Isles, the Mediterranean and Central16

Europe.17

The observed changes in the analysed indices are well represented by the18

multi-model mean and are within the range of the multi-model ensemble for19

most regions, with the exception of 1-day and 5-day average daily maximum20

temperature extremes across the UK. Observed changes are detectable against21

estimates of internal climate variability for both moderate and extreme tem-22

perature indices across all regions, in almost all cases. Exceptions are the hottest23

5-day average daily maximum temperature in the UK and Central Europe,24

for which results are not conclusive.25
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An analysis of the skill in decadal hindcasts of these indices shows that26

there is significant prediction skill across these indices for 3 of the 4 mod-27

els for some regions and some models. This skill exceeds the skill of forecasts28

based on observed climatology and random noise and is largely due to ex-29

ternal forcing. However, there is some evidence that there is additional skill30

originating from the assimilation of observations into the initialisation in some31

cases.32
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1. Introduction

Recent years have seen two of the most devastating extreme heatwave events in Eurasia,33

the 2003 European Heatwave (Schär et al. [2004], Fink et al. [2004] and Hanlon et al.34

[2010]) and 2010 Russian heatwave (Barriopedro et al. [2011], Dole et al. [2011], Rahmstorf35

et al. [2011], Otto et al. [2012]). The European summer heatwave of 2003 exhibited36

anomalously hot temperatures, with the European continental mean summer average37

temperature exceeding the long term mean (1961-90) by 3 ◦C (equivalent to more than38

5 standard deviations), as shown by Schär et al. [2004]. Schär et al. [2004] indicated39

this could be due to a shift in mean summer temperatures, combined with an increase in40

variability. Subsequent studies have shown there were additional meteorological factors41

and land surface interactions influencing the 2003 event (Hanlon et al. [2010], Fischer et42

al. [2007]).43

These extreme heatwave events had a severe impact on society and nature, in particular44

the impact on human health was profound. For human health, increases in daily extreme45

temperatures are more damaging than changes in seasonal mean temperatures (Diaz et46

al. [2006], Fouillet et al. [2006], Grize et al. [2005] and Pascal et al. [2006]).47

In order to determine whether the frequency and intensity of extreme events are af-48

fected by anthropogenic influences, which include increased emission of greenhouse gases,49

several studies have performed detection or combined detection and attribution analyses50

for changes in the frequency or intensity of extremes. Such analyses aim to determine51

the cause of an observed change in the temperature distribution. A significant change52

is detected if the likelihood of this change occuring, due to internal variability alone, is53
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evaluated to be small (Hegerl et al. [2007], Hegerl et al. [2010]), while attribution analy-54

ses evaluate several potential explanations for an observed, generally detectable, change55

and determine the most likely explanation. Results from recent studies show evidence56

for human influence on the upward trend in frequency and intensity of temperature ex-57

tremes (e.g., Christidis et al. [2012], Morak et al. [2011], Morak et al. [2013], Zwiers et al.58

[2011]), consistent with the finding that annual and summer average temperatures over59

many regions are influenced by greenhouse gas increases (Christidis et al. [2012]; Stott et60

al. [2010]).61

Even changes in the probability of individual extreme events have been attributed in62

part to external forcing: in an attribution study of the 2003 European heatwave by Stott63

et al. [2004] it was found, with a high probability, that the risk of the event had at least64

doubled due to anthropogenic influences. Attribution studies have also been performed65

for the 2010 Russian heatwave event, however, there is seemingly conflicting conclusions66

over the extent to which anthropogenic factors contributed to the cause of the event in67

studies of Dole et al. [2011] and Rahmstorf et al. [2011]). Otto et al. [2012] show that the68

probability of such an event changed significantly due to human influences, while most69

of the observed extreme anomaly originated from unusual weather (as shown by Dole et70

al. [2011]), thereby explaining that the Rahmstorf et al. [2011] and Dole et al. [2011])71

conclusions were not mutually exclusive.72

Does the detectable influence of forcing, possibly combined with initial conditions, en-73

able near-term prediction of changes in the intensity of extremes? For predictions of the74

near term future (10-20 years ahead) we look to decadal prediction models. A recent75

study by Eade et al. [2012] demonstrated skillful predictions of moderate (1 in 10) daily76
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temperature extremes on decadal timescales using the Met Office Hadley Centre decadal77

prediction system (DePreSys). These are initialised decadal predictions which attempt to78

provide improved predictions of natural internal variability (Smith et al. [2010]). Hanlon79

et al. [2013] has shown there is skill in predicting the summer average and hottest 5-day80

average Tmax and Tmin in Europe, also with DePreSys, where this skill is mostly due to81

model forcing rather than initialisation of observations.82

In this paper we determine if external forcing has significantly changed the intensity83

of summer mean and extreme temperatures, and if such a change leads to predictable84

changes in the near-term. We expand on the work performed in Morak et al. [2013],85

a single model detection study, which found detectable changes in the frequency of hot86

daytime and nighttime temperatures during summer on the global scale but also for87

smaller regions such as Europe (Morak et al. [2011]) and, for the number of warm nights,88

for Central Europe (Morak et al. [2011]). In this study we perform a multi-model detection89

analysis using indices for the intensity of summer extreme temperatures across Europe90

and for smaller European regions. Alongside this detection analysis we will also consider91

the skill in prediction of these summer heatwave indices with a number of CMIP5 decadal92

prediction models by expanding the work undertaken by Hanlon et al. [2013]. This will93

include a comparison of decadal prediction skill to that obtained with the CMIP5 historical94

simulations to determine whether there is added skill in the decadal predictions due to95

initialisation of these models with observed values.96

Section 2 of this paper introduces observations and models used in the study, with97

methods for both detection and prediction introduced in Section 3. Section 4 shows98

results which are discussed in Section 5.99
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2. Data

This study uses gridded observed and model simulated data sets of mean daily minimum100

and maximum temperature. The analysis period is 1961-2005. Seasons of interest are the101

summer half-year April-September and the summer season June-August. The regions102

considered include: Europe (EU) (35 - 65◦N latitude,12◦W - 40◦E longitude), along with103

sub-regions Western Europe (WEU, 34-61◦N latitude, 12◦W - 26◦E longitude)), UK and104

Ireland (UK, 50 - 60◦N latitude, 12◦W - 2◦E longitude), Mediterranean (MED, 35 - 50◦N105

latitude, 12◦W - 40◦E longitude) and Central Europe (CEU, 42 - 55◦N latitude, 2◦W -106

20◦E longitude). For a graphical representation of the spatial extent of these regions see107

Figure 1.108

2.1. Observations

The observed data originates from the ENSEMBLES project observational database109

(E-OBS), which is a high resolution (0.5◦ latitude by 0.5◦ longitude grid) gridded dataset110

of observations (see Haylock et al. [2008] for more details). The data set is based on111

observations of individual stations which have been interpolated on a regular grid. The112

data density is high with only small amounts of missing data earlier on in the record. In113

this study we use the data sets of daily minimum and maximum temperature from E-OBS114

version 6, which spans the period 1950-2011.115

2.2. Models

All model simulated data sets of daily minimum and maximum temperature were re-116

trieved from the CMIP5 archive (Taylor et al. [2012]). This work uses data from the117

historical simulations as well as from the decadal predictions. The models chosen for the118
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analysis were CanCM4, HadCM3, MIROC5 and MPI-ESM-LR, as these models provided119

daily minimum and maximum surface temperature data from the historical and decadal120

simulations in time for our analysis. The use of four models provides multi-model infor-121

mation that is much more robust than the use of single models which is often applied in122

detection studies for extremes (Morak et al. [2013] and Christidis et al. [2005]). For model123

description see Table 1.124

The forcing of the historical runs includes anthropogenic forcing, such as the observed125

concentrations of green-house gases, aerosols, generally direct as well as indirect, and126

natural forcing such as the recorded changes in volcanic aerosol or changes in solar activity127

for the 20th century. The historical simulations span the period 1850 to 2005 and consist128

of 27 simulations from across the four global coupled climate models. The 27 single model129

runs are distributed as follows: CanCM4 (10 ensemble members), HadCM3 (10 ensemble130

members), MIROC5 (4 ensemble members) and MPI-ESM-LR (3 ensemble members).131

The decadal simulations consist of a set of runs, each 10 years in length starting at132

5-year intervals, which are forced in the same way as the historical runs, but initialised133

from observations (Meehl et al. [2009]). The start times are 1 January 1961, 1966, 1971,134

1976, 1981,1986, 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006. For each model there is an ensemble of135

decadal simulations CanCM4 (10 ensemble members), HadCM3 (10 ensemble members),136

MIROC5 (6 ensemble members) and MPI-ESM-LR (10 ensemble members).137

3. Methodology

3.1. Indices Computation and Processing

The following six indices have been computed and analysed throughout this study:138
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• Summer average minimum temperature: The mean average daily minimum temper-139

ature computed over the summer season June-August.140

• Summer average maximum temperature: The mean average daily maximum temper-141

ature computed over the summer season June-August.142

• Max1-day Tmin: The highest daily minimum temperature that occurred between 1st143

of April and 30th of September.144

• Max1-day Tmax: The highest daily maximum temperature that occurred between145

1st of April and 30th of September.146

• Max5-day Tmin: The highest 5-day rolling mean average daily minimum temperature147

that occurred between 1st of April and 30th of September.148

• Max5-day Tmax: The highest 5-day rolling mean average daily maximum tempera-149

ture that occurred between 1st of April and 30th of September.150

The indices were computed for the observations and the model runs (both historical and151

decadal simulations) on their respective grids, which were then re-gridded using nearest152

neighbour interpolation to the grid of HadCM3, which is the coarsest grid of all data sets153

(3.75◦ longitude x 2.5◦ latitude). Following this, the model data sets were masked in time154

and space in order to match the observations. Next the spatial average of the indices was155

computed for the regions of interest, as both skill score analysis and detection analysis is156

performed on time series of regional means. The anomalies of the resulting time series were157

calculated relative to the entire period (1961-2005) for the detection analysis. In contrast,158

for the skill analysis, a bias correction was applied to absolute values (see Section 3.3).159

Finally, the 5-year average of each time series was computed in order to reduce the effect160
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of inter-annual variability. The multi-model mean time series was computed by averaging161

over all multi-model ensemble members.162

3.2. Detection Analysis

The detection analysis aims to determine whether an observed change can be explained163

solely due to internal variability or whether a combination of external forcing and vari-164

ability explains this change. In a methodology, introduced by Hasselmann [1993] with165

further improvements by Allen and Tett [1999]) and Allen and Stott [2003], the relation-166

ship between observations and model simulated indices is expressed as:167

Y = α(X − ν1) + ν0 (1)

where Y stands for the time series of the observations (here, one of the time series168

of regionally averaged indices over Europe), α for the scaling factor, X represents the169

multi-model mean time series for the corresponding index, ν1 stands for a realisation of170

the model internal variability and ν0 for a realisation of the observed variability.171

Using this method, we obtain scaling factors α, which are the factors by which the172

fingerprints (here we have used ‘non-optimised’ fingerprints) are to be scaled in order to173

best match the observations. Much of the detection and attribution literature uses a metric174

that improves the signal to noise ratio (see discussion of optimised fingerprints in Hegerl175

et al. [2007]), this has not been done here as previous work showed that the improvement176

for detection of changes in temperature extremes is limited Morak et al. [2013]. The177

scaling factors have been determined by a total least squares fit (Allen and Stott [2003])178

of the 5-year average time series of the modelled index, in the form of anomalies from the179
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1961-2005 climatology, to that of observations. The uncertainty in α has been computed180

by adding an appropriate estimate of noise onto both the fingerprint and the observations181

and repeating the scaling factor calculations. The noise estimate that is added to the182

fingerprint is divided by the ensemble size in order to account for the reduction in noise183

due to averaging across the ensemble (see Allen and Stott [2003]).184

The samples of internal variability (noise) are obtained from the model simulated vari-185

ability of each individual model run after subtracting the multi-model mean change. The186

variance around a sample mean from a small ensemble of n simulations leads to a low bias187

in variance, which we have corrected for by multiplying the variance by a factor of
√

n
n−1

188

(see Von Storch and Zwiers [2000]), where n is the total number of historical simulations189

(27). Thus we arrive at 27 realizations of internal climate variability that have a similar190

space-time autocorrelation structure as the variability simulated within the individual cli-191

mate models. Using these samples, which estimate the internal variability, the uncertainty192

is calculated, along with the fifth and ninety-fifth percentile of the scaling factors.193

Finally, the regression residual has been compared with the noise samples used in the194

analysis. The detection result is only considered to be robust if the residual variability in195

the observations after subtracting the fitted signal ν0 is within the distribution (we chose196

the central 80th percentile) of the model internal variability. Where the scaling factor197

calculated from the analysis is significantly different from 0, the fingerprint is detected,198

and where it is consistent with 1, given its uncertainty, this indicates that the multi-model199

mean is statistically consistent with the observations.200

3.3. Prediction Analysis
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The indices detailed in Section 3.1 are also computed for the decadal hindcasts, which201

are model simulations initialised with observations with start dates between 1961 and 2001202

(inclusive), as described in Section 2.2. For this part of the analysis we use the absolute203

values of the indices rather than anomalies from climatology. Hence these indices exhibit204

some considerable biases when compared to the observations. To account for this, the205

mean bias between the modelled index (x) and the observed index (y) averaged over 1961-206

2000 is computed and removed for each member (m) of each separate model ensemble,207

by:208

xi,t,m=m∗ = xi,t,m=m∗ −

1

10

9
∑

i=0

∑

m/∈m∗

xi,t=0,m

n− 1
+

1

40

2000
∑

yr=1961

yyr (2)

Where m is a set of all ensemble members, m∗ is each individual ensemble member,209

(m∗ = 1 to n) where n is the number of members. i corresponds to each of the ten year210

runs started every five years starting with 1961 and t is the lead-time for each run e.g.:211

i = 0, t = 0 relates to summer 1961, i = 0, t = 3 is summer 1964 from the first run started212

in 1961 then i = 1, t = 0 is summer 1966, the first summer in the run started in 1965213

and so on. The mean modelled index is taken as the averaged over the index computed214

at leadtime zero (t = 0, the index value for the first summer) over all ensemble members215

but the member being corrected (this is sometimes described as ”leave one out”), then216

following that averaged over each run i. following which the ensemble mean of this is217

taken. However, in order to avoid over-correcting, the member being corrected is left218

out of this average when the ensemble average of the mean modelled index is calculated.219

Hence the correction applied across each ten year run remains constant across different220

leadtimes within that run and as such does not account for drift in the model at later221
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lead-times. To perform the correction the mean modelled index is subtracted from the222

modelled index for each member individually, then then mean observed index (averaged223

over all years between 1961-2000) is added on. The historical runs have been bias corrected224

with exactly the same method prior to the skill score analysis. The model drift has not225

been corrected due to the limited sample size. Ideally, the correction should be calculated226

with data outside the time period of the sample being tested to allow for the correction227

to be applied to the future model data which could then be used to make a prediction228

(see e.g., Hanlon et al. [2013]). However, due to limited sample size an out-of-sample229

correction procedure was not possible with this set of models.230

After this is calculated for each model separately, the multimodel mean is taken as the231

mean average of the ensemble mean of each set of model simulations after bias correc-232

tion. No model weighting is used in the computation of the multi-model mean, but since233

HadCM3 and MPI-ESM-LR consist of a larger number of simulations, they may indirectly234

be weighted slightly higher and contribute more to the multi-model mean.235

When considering how useful or significant a forecast is, it needs to be compared against236

alternative information which could be used to make a prediction, otherwise referred to237

as a reference forecast. Where a modelled forecast is closer to the observation than the238

alternative method of prediction (eg. observed climatology) the model is described as239

being more skillful than the alternative. Following Hanlon et al. [2013] we use the Mean240

Square Skill Score (MSSS) (see Murphy [1988], Goddard et al. [2012]) to estimate how241

accurately the model hindcasts recreate the corresponding observed values, compared to242

E-OBS observational climatology. It compares the mean square errors between each bias243

corrected forecast with the observations.244
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MSE(xt, yt) =
1

10

9
∑

i=0

(xi,t − yi,t)
2 (3)

MSSS(xt, yt, r) = 1−
MSE(xt, yt)

MSE(r, yt)
(4)

Where MSE denotes the mean square error calculated across all ten year runs at individ-245

ual lead-times(xt) compared to corresponding observations (yt), xi,t =
n
∑

m=0

xi,t,m is the ith246

ensemble mean decadal forecast at leadtime t, yi is the ith observed value corresponding247

to the same year as leadtime t, r is the corresponding reference forecast. As the decadal248

simulations xt consist of 10-year long runs started every 5 years, there are 10 decadal fore-249

casts spanning the period 1961-2005 for each member of each model individually, which250

can be used for this calculation.251

A skillful prediction is considered to be a forecast that is closer to the observed value252

than our reference forecast r. Here, the reference forecast r, observed climatology, is253

calculated by taking the mean average of the index considered over the observed values254

between 1961-2000 (as outlined in Section 3.1).255

This skill score analysis is repeated using the ensemble mean of the historical runs as256

the reference forecast (as in equation 5), where the years selected from the historical runs257

are the same as those simulated by the decadal runs. The historical runs used here are258

the same ones used for the detection analysis (Section 3.2). This determines whether259

the initialised decadal runs (x) are more skillful than the unassimilated historical runs260

(h). The reason for computing the difference in skill with this method, as opposed to261

a simpler method such as subtracting the MSSS for the historical simulation from the262
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MSSS for the initialized forecasts, is that the method used here removes the dependence263

on the skill of the comparison to observed climatology. Instead, the mean squared errors264

for the two sets of modelled results are compared directly; using the MSSS exactly as265

it was designed to compare the skill of two forecasting methods. The difference in skill266

between the two ensembles shows how much more skill the ensemble has that assimilates267

observations over the unassimilated runs which have no initial knowledge of the observed268

state of the climate.269

MSSS(xt,ht, yt) = 1−
MSE(xt, yt)

MSE(ht, yt)
(5)

where MSE(ht, yt) = 1

10

9
∑

i=0

(hi,t − yi,t)
2 and hi,t =

nhist
∑

m=0

hi,t,m is the ensemble mean270

historical simulation corresponding to times for the ith forecast at leadtime t and nhist is271

the number of historical ensemble members.272

The MSSSs (Equations 4 and 5) are calculated for 5-year and 10-year averages of the273

annual indices because Hanlon et al. [2013] showed that skill is larger for these than for274

annual indices, for which the skill was not significant due to a larger influence of weather275

noise compared to possibly predictable interdecadal variability and role of forcing.276

The MSSS is computed from the ensemble average of the regionally averaged index at277

each leadtime for a particular run. Sampling uncertainty arises from the limited ensem-278

ble size, which is estimated using bootstrapping with-replacement across each ensemble279

(see Efron and Tibshirani [1993, Chapter 6]). For each realisation, all members of the280

ensemble are drawn at random with replacement, from the entire ensemble. Then the281

same MSSS computations are performed on the bootstrapped sample as applied to the282

ensemble average. This generates a thousand realisations of the MSSS and the 10-90%283
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range from these provide the uncertainty on the MSSS. If the score is significantly above284

zero then the forecast has more skill in predicting the index than the reference forecast, for285

example, the in-sample observed climatology or the uninitialised historical simulations.286

An additional method of estimating uncertainty is to compare a random forecast, which287

should have no significant skill, to the observed climatology. A random forecast is gen-288

erated assuming a normal distribution for each decadal hindcast index (annual, 5-year289

average and 10-year average) and member. The mean and standard deviation for the nor-290

mal distribution is estimated from each member of decadal hindcasts separately and used291

to normalise the random forecast. 1000 random forecast realisations are generated and a292

distribution of MSSSs is computed from these. The 90th percentile of this distribution is293

taken as a cut off point, below which the MSSSs for the decadal hindcasts are considered294

not significantly better than random noise.295

4. Results

The time series of the indices of mean and extreme summer temperatures show clear296

increases in the magnitude of hot extremes during summer for most regions. These in-297

creases are notable since the early 1980s, which follows a period of negligible or even298

negative changes (refer to Figure 2 to see this in the time series for the Europe region).299

This change can be seen in the moderate extremes (summer average minimum and max-300

imum temperature), as well as in the 1-day and 5-day extremes. The observed change301

is well represented by the multi-model mean of the historical and decadal simulations,302

mostly lying within the range of the individual ensemble members. Both initialized and303

non-initialized forecasts also show visible small decreases in averaged temperature follow-304

ing the volcanic eruptions of 1982 and 1991, while the observations appear to show a305
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less clear drop in temperature as expected from a single realization of observed climate306

that is more influenced by weather noise than the ensemble average forecast. The mag-307

nitude of the observed changes for Europe is about 1.5◦C in 25 years, and even larger in308

some sub-regions. The Western Europe region (see Supplementary Figure fs01), as well309

as the Mediterranean region (see Supplementary Figure fs02), show very similar changes310

to those seen for the European region. Even the Central European (see Supplementary311

Figure fs03) and UK (see Supplementary Figure fs04) regions, which are generally quite312

noisy, show this steady increase since the 1980s for most indices, with the exception of313

the time series of the Max1-day Tmax and the Max5-day Tmax across the UK region314

(Supplementary Figure fs04), in which a trend in the observations is less clear. The UK315

also features a particularly cold period in the 1960s, which seemed to have the strongest316

effect on the Max1-day Tmax and the Max5-day Tmax index.317

The results of the detection analysis of all indices show that, which the exception of318

the changes in Max5-day Tmax across the UK and Central European region, all changes319

have been found to be significantly different from changes expected solely due to internal320

variability. Scaling factors are generally around magnitude 1 or larger, indicating that the321

observed change is well captured in the models or slightly underestimated (see red dots in322

Figure 3; see also Figure2). The best guess scaling factors of the UK region are found to323

be large for most indices, consistent with a trend that is possibly inflated due to the cold324

conditions in the initial period of the record analysed, but with large uncertainty ranges.325

For all regions and all indices considered the multi-model mean is consistent with the326

observations given uncertainty, which is illustrated by the uncertainty bar encompassing327

‘1’. Figure 3 also shows that the uncertainty in scaling factors is larger for indices of the328
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daily maximum temperature (right panel) than for indices of daily minimum temperature329

(left panel). The variance of the regression residual of the observations is found to be of330

comparable size to the one of the model internal variability, therefore the detection results331

can be considered robust. We also find that the uncertainty in scaling factors increases332

only slightly when analysing daily extremes rather than seasonal mean temperatures.333

This is consistent with Hegerl et al. [2004] who showed that daily extremes are almost as334

detectable as seasonal means over global land areas.335

We have repeated the detection analysis with annual data (not shown) which shows336

very similar results to those obtained by analysing the indices smoothed by 5 years. The337

only exceptions were that in constrast to the analysis based on 5-yr averaged data, no338

detectable change was found in the 1day maximum indices across the UK and Central339

Europe. In conclusion, extremes of daily, 5-day and summer mean temperature show340

detectable changes across Europe in almost all subregions considered, with the exception341

of 5-day extremes of maximum temperature over the UK. This adds to a growing body342

of evidence that changes in the intensity and frequency of temperature extremes are343

detectable relative to climate variability. In some cases, these changes have been attributed344

to anthropogenic forcing (e.g., Morak et al. [2011]; Christidis et al. [2012]). The use of345

multi-model data as done here makes this result more robust to model uncertainty.346

This detectable response to external forcing also leads to skill in near-term predictions347

through recreating reasonable trends in these indices. This skill due to forcing has a348

predictive capability which is useful to quantify (Lee et al. [2006]). MSSSs displayed349

in Figure 4 show how well the models forecast these extreme temperature indices on a350

decadal timescale. The different extremes studied can be affected by different physical351
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processes, so we consider the skill of each index individually. Here, skill is defined as352

the absolute value of the modelled index being closer to the corresponding observation353

than the observed climatology (here calculated as the mean average observed value of354

this index calculated for 1961-2000). However, the same methodology could be used to355

test other benchmarks such as persistence (the index observed in the previous year) or356

a statistical model for example extrapolating observations. Since the study by Hanlon357

et al. [2013] showed the forecast skill, for similar indices, with the DePreSys forecasting358

system exceeds not only that of using climatology but also persistence, we do not further359

investigate persistence here.360

Summer average Tmin is found to be significantly more skillfully predicted than cli-361

matology and random noise for HadCM3, MIROC5 and MPI-ESM-LR, across all regions362

(Figure 4, top right) and for all forecast periods considered. In contrast, CanCM4 shows363

very poor skill for this index across all regions considered here. Similar to the summer364

average Tmin, the summer average Tmax is more skillful than climatology and random365

noise across all time averages and regions for the MPI-ESM-LR, also for HadCM3 (except366

UK 6-9 year average) (Figure 4, top left). MIROC5 does not show consistent skill across367

leadtime averages, however, the decadal averages show skill in all regions but CEU (not368

shown). CanCM4 again shows no skill beyond climatology (see discussion below). As369

models do not show agreement for this index across regions/time averages the skill of the370

multi-model average also varies. Further investigation could enquire as to whether ex-371

cluding models with lower skill would allow for more skilful multi-model predictions than372

that obtained when all are included. EU is predicted skillfully at all leadtimes. Over the373

UK the predictions are only skillful for the average of the first 5 years and MED is skillful374
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for the last five years (6-9 years) of the forecast, and the decadal average (0-9 years). The375

reason for this is that the index computed with the decadal simulations is not fitting the376

observations as well in the UK as it does for the other more regions. As such, the decadal377

trend produced is not as close to that observed and affects how skilful the prediction378

is. This can be seen the time series for the UK region, shown in Supplementary Figure379

fs04, and echoes what was concluded in Hanlon et al. [2013] for the HadCM3 (DePreSys)380

model.381

Closer investigation of the low skill scores obtained for CanCM4 reveals that this appears382

due to the model resisting bias correction. Specifically, some of the indices calculated with383

the CanCM4 decadal simulations display larger inter-annual variance than the observed384

index. As the bias correction applied has only corrected for the bias in the mean index385

over time, not the inter-annual variability, some significant bias remains. Since even small386

remaining biases influence the Mean Square error highly, this has a large negative impact387

on the skill of the CanCM4 model; and also on the skill of the multi-model averaged388

index. Methods for correcting the variance were explored, however a way of correcting389

the variance effectively across all indices could not be determined. Hence no correction390

to the variance was performed in order to prevent overcorrecting the index.391

MPI-ESM-LR, HadCM3 and MIROC5 show skill beyond observed climatology and392

random noise for all time averages and regions except the UK for the Max5-day and393

Max1-day Tmin and Tmax indices (Figure 4, middle and bottom panels respectively).394

This is reflected by the multi-model average, which is generally skillful in these regions395

for the Tmax extremes but not in all cases and least often for the Tmin extremes. The396

forecast for the UK generally shows no skill beyond observed climatology and random noise397
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except for the decadal average Max5-day/Max1-day Tmin (MIROC5 and MPI-ESM-LR)398

and the CanCM4 decadal average Max5-day/Max1-day Tmax.399

The majority of models and the multi-model average indices do not show any improve-400

ment of skill of the initialised decadal runs over the historical runs which do not assimilate401

observations (Figure 5). There are exception to this, especially for the MPI-ESM-LR,402

whose decadal runs are more skillful than the historical runs for most indices, consistent403

with findings of skill in annual data (Matei et al. [2003]). As these runs were also skill-404

ful beyond climatology (Figure 4), the initialisation is improving the prediction in this405

case. Other cases which hint at some improvement due to initialisation include: HadCM3406

Europe average extreme indices, HadCM3 Europe 5-year average summer average Tmax,407

HadCM3 Mediterranean summer average and Max5-day Tmin, MIROC5 UK Max5-day408

extremes and MIROC5 UK decadal average Max1-day extremes. However, since not all409

models show this improvement by initialisation the multi-model mean does not either,410

in general. Where the skill seen in Figure 4 is not added to by the initialisation, the411

alternative source of skill is due to the model forcing, recreating the observed trend in412

temperatures over time. This could originate both from the model correctly simulating413

long-term warming trends, or from correctly simulating circulation changes. As most of414

the robust skill originates from forcing, this suggests a large role for long-term warming.415

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This work shows evidence of an increase of the magnitude in both moderate and 1- or416

5-day temperature extremes during summer over the analysis period 1961-2005. This ob-417

served increase is well represented by the multi-model mean and the observed variability418

is within the ensemble range. Changes in most indices are found to be detectable across419
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Europe and most of its sub-regions. Only changes in the average 5-day maximum temper-420

ature across the UK and Central Europe region are not significant. This suggests that the421

forced response should have predictive skill for the near-term, for example, following the422

ASK method (Allen et al. [2000]; Stott and Kettleborough [2002]), although in the present423

case it is based on the total response rather than greenhouse gas only response.424

Analysis of the decadal simulations has confirmed this potential for skill: predictions425

from 3 out of the 4 models tested are closer to observations than predictions made using426

observed climatology and random noise for summer average maximum and minimum427

temperatures and for 5 and 10-year averaged indices of daily and 5-day extremes, again428

with the exception of daily extremes in the UK. There is also significantly increased skill429

in the initialised simulations relative to the non-initialised simulations, in some models,430

for some indices. However, the majority of the skill is due to the model representation of431

the external forcing allowing the model to recreate the observed trend, consistent with the432

detection results. The MPI-ESM-LR seems to be the most skillful for our regions, with433

additional skill coming from the initialisation of this model. The other models do not434

consistently show that the skill of predictions increases due to the initialisation compared435

to the historically forced simulations. Also, poor skill in some prediction systems for436

these European summer temperature indices leads to reduced skill in the multi-model437

mean prediction.438

Across the regions, most models show decadal skill for the regions consisting largely of439

mainland Europe, while the UK region is the least skillful region, likely due to greater440

variability in this smaller region, which has also impacted detection results by increasing441

uncertainties (Figure 3). The varying amounts of skill obtained for the different indices442
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across different models and regions highlights the need to take care when using model443

forecasts to make predictions of changes in extremes. Different models include different444

physics and have different forecasting abilities so it is important to measure the skill of445

each prediction system for each case individually before using it to make a prediction. This446

point is particularly important when using global models. Further downscaling/impact447

modelling may be employed to get relevant information on smaller spatial scales, par-448

ticularly for variables with high spatial variability such as precipitation. Even where449

downscaling methods are used, analysis of the skill of global models over large regional450

scales, is useful to determine if any driver model for downscaling captures changes rea-451

sonably well, since it can inform the choice of global model which would be best to drive452

these downscaling/impact models.453
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Figure 1. Regions used in this study
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Table 1. Model Description

Model Horizontal
resolution

No. of
vertical
levels

Ocean Coupling Reference

CanCM4 2.8125◦ lon x
2.7906◦ lat

35 “CanOM4” 40 vertical
level (Merryfield et al.

[2013])

(von Salzen et al.

[2013])

HadCM3 3.75◦ lon x
2.5◦ lat

19 “HadOM” 1.25◦x1.25◦

20 vertical levels
Collins et al. [2001],
Smith et al. [2007],
Smith et al. [2010])

MIROC5 1.406◦ lon x
1.4◦ lat

40 “COCO4.5” 1.4◦lat x
0.5-1.4◦lon, 50 vertical
levels (Hasumi [2004])

Watanabe et al. [2010]

MPI-ESM-LR 1.875◦ lon x
1.865◦ lat

47 “MPIOM”,
1.5◦lat/lon, 40 verti-
cal levels (Jungclaus
et al. [2012])

Raddatz et al. [2007],
Marsland et al. [2003]
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Figure 2. 5-year average time series of the magnitude of anomalies relative to the

reference period 1961-2005 in a) mean summer minimum temperature, b) mean summer

maximum temperature, c) Max1-day Tmin, d) Max1-day Tmax, e) Max5-day Tmin and

f) Max5-day Tmax across Europe. Observations are shown in red. The multi-model mean

of the historical runs is shown by the blue lines. A time series consisting of the multi-

model mean of the average of the first (last) five years from each decadal run is shown

in dark green (light green) . The ensemble spread is shown for each time series by the

dashed lines.
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Figure 3. Scaling factors (red dots) plus 5-95% uncertainty range (vertical bars) of

changes in the magnitude of a) mean summer minimum temperature, b) mean summer

maximum temperature, c) Max1-day Tmin, d) Max1-day Tmin, e) Max5-day Tmin and

f) Max5-day Tmax across Europe and sub-regions, WEU, UK, MED and CEU.
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Figure 4. Mean Square Skill Score (MSSS) of the summer average (top), Max5-day aver-

age (middle) and Max1-day average (bottom) Tmax(left) and Tmin (right) averaged over

5/10 years for each model (CanCM4(diamond), HadCM3(square), MIROC5(cross) and

MPI-ESM-LR(triangle) and the multi-model average (black star)) compared to E-OBS

observed climatology (1961-2000). These scores are computed with regionally averaged

indices for EU(Blue), UK (green) and MED(red). WEU and CEU were found to be very

similar to EU and MED respectively so are omitted from this figure. To be skillful, the

MSSS and its associated 10-90% error bar (calculated using bootstrapping with replace-

ment) must be above zero and to be significantly different to noise, the model MSSS must

be greater than MSSS obtainable with 90th percentile of realisations of random noise

(shown by a smaller grey symbol), see 3.3. Where the MSSS is below -100 the forecast

is particularly unskillful compared to climatology, an enlarged symbol filled with grey

shading is placed at the bottom of the plot to highlight these cases.
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Figure 5. As in Figure 4 but the MSSS for the indices computed with decadal sim-

ulations is compared to the equivalent indices computed with the historical simulations

instead of observed climatology. Positive significant skill indicates the decadal forecasting

system has higher skill than the historical uninitialised runs.
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